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September 10 - 13, 2017 

Austin, TX 

The Resource Planning Summit, is the premier conference for resource planning professionals. We 

are gearing up for an exciting conference with innovative speakers, interactive sessions, and panels 

filled with experts and practitioners of Resource Forecasting, Demand Management, Capacity     

Planning and Portfolio Execution just like you.  

 

Take a look at all the exciting events and thought provoking sessions we have lined up for you over 

2+ content filled days. There are opportunities to network, learn, share and taste all that Austin has to 

offer. So lets “Reach New Heights in Resource Planning” together. 

Earn Up To 19+ PDUs from PMI 

The Driskill Hotel                                    

604 Brazos Street, Austin, TX 78701 



Resource Planning Summit, continues our journey to promote Resource   

Management around the country.  

This year we went outside the box and brought together experts from all     

disciplines of resource management, adventuring beyond the norm, looking for 

innovative leaders and practitioners guaranteed to take you to the           

mountaintop and beyond. Please take a look at our outstanding agenda: 
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Experience Austin through its historic sites, honky-tonks, rooftop bars, food, music and its Big Texas spirit.  Join us as 

we paint the town RPS blue. “The stars at night are big and bright, deep in the heart of Texas” 

Welcome Reception 

Sunday, September 10, 2017 

6:00 PM — 7:00 PM 

Victorian Room, The Driskill Hotel 

Austin Detours —Salt Lick BBQ and  

Treaty Oaks Distillery Tour 

Sunday, September 10, 2017 

7:00 PM — 10:30 PM 

Leaving from The Driskill Hotel @ 7PM 

(Transportation Provided) 

Event Gala — Maggie Mae’s on 6th Street 

Monday, September 11, 2017 

7:00 PM — 10:30 PM 

323 E 6th St, Austin, TX 78701  

(3 blocks away, less than 0.2 miles from The Driskill Hotel) 

 

PAUL SAMAREL | CTO, PDWare 

The Fundamental Decisions of Resource Management  

Paul Samarel has 25 years of Project and Resource Management Software and Consulting experience, and 

has provided consulting services to over 400 companies. In this session Paul will share the top decisions that 

need to be made when implementing a Resource Management process. He will point out the pros and cons in 

the various possible choices, poll the attendees to determine which options are more popular, and share his 

opinions on the ones that worked the best in practice. Examples include how to deal with overhead time, how 

to set up an organizational breakdown structure, how many skill categories should be set up, and more. 
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FRANK SALADIS | President, Blue Marble Enterprizes Inc. 

KEYNOTE:  Resource Planning in a Global and Virtual Organization 

Resource planning has been and continues to be a challenging aspect of business management. The de-

mands of the global economy and the increasing capability of technology have combined to establish a new 

business playing field, requiring organizations to focus more intensely on the management of resources. This 

presentation addresses the strategic importance of establishing a resource planning approach that supports 

business goals, provides the agility to manage change, and focuses on organizational priorities and values.  

KIP LEGGETT 

Director, Program Management     

Maxwell Technologies 

 

 

TED PARAFINCZUK               

Director, Global PMO                       

The Chamberlain Group 

PANEL DISCUSSION:  Transitioning your PMO Organization to Support Resource Planning Maturity  

The panels will address the following topics: The Strategic Value of Resource Planning, Portfolio Management, and the PMO; 
The Challenges of initiating and implementing a comprehensive Resource Planning Process 

Our panelists, will provide insight gained through their experiences with resource planning in a very challenging global business 
environment.  We anticipate lively discussions that will enhance the Summit experience. The panel is moderated by Frank P. 
Saladis, Summit Master of Ceremonies 

TAYLOR DUBOIS 

Director, Resource & Capacity Management                                         

Thrivent Financial  

 

 

VIRGIL HOWARD 

Sr. IT Program Manager                         

Medtronic 

RUTH FAIRLEY  |  Sr. Director, Global PMO, ON Semiconductor 

How To Balance Resource Capacity vs Demand 

Does your company struggle to balance your available resources with the demand of projects and support     re-

quired? How do you handle unplanned demand (like an acquisition or merger)? How do you keep it simple enough to 

gain buy-in for time tracking, while still realizing the value? What KPIs can be used to measure planned vs actual re-

sources used? These questions and more will be discussed in this session. 

ANDREW TARVIN  |  Humor Engineer 

Leading On Your Feet: The Art and Science of Leadership Through Improvisation  

We live in a Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous world. Strategies change frequently, businesses rise and 

fall overnight, and the only constant is change. Today’s leaders have to be adept at thinking on their feet, leveraging 

their team’s strengths, and confidently leading through change. This engaging and interactive program will teach you 

the principles of what it means to lead in today’s VUCA world. Combining the latest in today’s thought leadership with 

advanced techniques from improvisation, attendees not only learn what it means to lead on their feet, they develop the 

skills to do it. 

DONNA FITZGERALD  |  President & Principal, Nimble PM 

Why So Many People Have a Hard Time with Resource Planning 

On the surface, resource planning seems to be a complex, detailed oriented activity. Things keep changing,        

demand keeps growing, and nothing ever stays stable long enough to declare success. Organizations keep asking 

how to get better with their detailed approaches when the answer is to reframe the problem. Determining strategic 

value FIRST is the answer and allowing slack into the system is the solution.  All the rest is just details (and yes we’ll 

talk about those as well).  Please join us for a thoughtful discussion on reframing the RM problem. 
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RICK MORRIS |  President, R Squared Consulting  

Resource Management Keys to Successfully Managing Millennials 

What do we do with Millennials?  A question that I hear more and more as projects and technology become more    

advanced and deadlines grow shorter.  In every industry there is a key problem:  too many projects and not enough 

people.  In addition, the workforce is changing bringing new ways of thinking and new methodologies. Change is    

happening faster than ever before and this forces organizations to adapt on every front.  Rick will share what he is  

seeing as success markers in managing these ever changing forces and key strategies you can deploy immediately to 

begin to harness change for the positive! 

ALAN MALLORY  |  Author, International Speaker, and Performance Coach 

KEYNOTE — Reaching New Heights in Resource Planning 

Alan’s dynamic presentation focuses on developing leaders and strengthening teams by reinforcing the professional 

development and management skills that are essential for success. It highlights the processes that are involved in  

resource planning and allocation by using the challenge of Everest and the associated resource challenges as a    

metaphor and example. Alan’s keynote reinforces the importance of numerous leadership qualities such as strategic  

planning, effective communication, risk management, teamwork and development of trust within professional          

relationships as well as the mentality and passion involved in conquering one’s own  Everest, whatever that may be.  
 

Agile Practices in Planning and Resource Management  

Throughout this interactive session, participants will explore various elements of agility and related agile                 

methodologies from a unique perspective that encourages innovative thinking and application of agile techniques. It is 

based on a hybrid approach to agile planning and resource management which combines agile practices with         

traditional waterfall methodologies. The material builds on the framework presented during Alan’s keynote and is a 

more in-depth analysis of the fundamentals of agile considerations and following an iterative and adaptive approach. 

Interact with your peers in this organized social activity. Three, fifteen minute networking 

sessions with other attendees, along similar interests. Stop by Resource Planning Summit 

Registration desk if there is a specific person or organization you would like to meet. 

GARY DE RODRIGUEZ  |  President, Peopleistic LLC 

The Missing Piece to Aligning Portfolio Decisions to Resources 

The portfolio management process gives organizations the foresight to identify potential risks and put the necessary 

measures in place. Perhaps the most difficult to measure and predict are team performance and engagement. Within 

this presentation you will learn systems for minimizing the risk of the disengagement factor in teams, with systems for 

increasing performance and accountability.  The objective is to increase team productivity and bandwidth so a        

predictable and consistent amount of work can be accomplished, minimizing the risk of inconsistent human             

performance.   

KEN DOBIE  |  President, Skyemar Consulting 

An Effective Holistic Approach to Strategic Project Portfolio & Resource Management  

Three to five-year new product road-maps are developed during an annual planning process and articulated in a    

document distributed to senior management and planning teams. Priorities for the coming year have resource        

forecasts integrated with the ongoing project portfolio to determine a balanced total resource supply and demand  

model. This model is reviewed on a quarterly basis with senior management to refine as timelines and priorities evolve. 

Monthly portfolio reviews provide more granular status summaries for ongoing projects in development and weekly 

pipeline phase gate reviews manage the pipeline as projects approach development milestones. The project portfolio 

and associated resources can be managed in a centralized or decentralized fashion depending on organizational scale 

and complexity while the overall planning process is managed centrally.  
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ART MORTELL  |  President, Dynamics of Human Potential 

How can you enjoy failure, be amused by rejection and thrive on anxiety?  

What are the nine reasons why failure and adversity have greater value than success?  What are the three reasons 

why we might take negative feedback personally?  What are the two negative reactions to rejection?  What are the two 

qualities we need to convert resistance into receptivity so we develop relationships that assure our results?  What are 

the ten negative addictions that people self-destructively depend upon to cope with stress and the four positive       

addictions for thriving on anxiety?  How do we make a transformation from being externally to internally oriented? 

EILEEN O’LOUGHLIN  |  Market Research Analyst, Software Advice (a Gartner Company) 

Top Considerations for SMBs Selecting Resource Management Software 

In this presentation, you’ll learn about Software Advice’s first ever project management (PM) software Needs Cycle*, 

and at what stage in an SMB’s PM and business development they should invest in resource management tools.    

Eileen will also review the steps and best practices your organization should follow when selecting and rolling out a 

new resource management system so you’ll have the best chance for a successful implementation. 

 

*The Needs Cycle is primary research published on Software Advice that examines the specific software needs of 

businesses at different stages in their development. Informed by proprietary Software Advice data based on            

consultations with project management software buyers and Gartner research, the Needs Cycle presents business 

leaders with the current state of technology in the market: What tools are out there and how and when they can be 

leveraged to help drive their business growth.  

PETER HEINRICH  |  CEO, PDWare 

PMO Functionality and Financials 

Data providers are the foundation of a successful portfolio management process. But the PMO/EPMO staff and      

process are key to long term effectiveness and results. Among many responsibilities of the EPMO staff, two are      

critically important: ensuring data integrity and providing data analysis. 
 

This session will provide an introduction to features in the PDWare Portfolio desktop client that support the EPMO with 

respect to data integrity and portfolio financial analysis. 

ISABELLE SUARES  |  Consultant, GoWall 

A New Approach to Accelerate Meeting Results 

Successful meetings accelerate results. Unsuccessful meetings waste everybody’s time. Too many meetings lack 

structure and engaged participation, resulting in minimal buy-in, vague plans, and slim ROI. Often, virtual and         

introverted participants miss opportunities to share their ideas, undermining morale and diversity of input. 
  

This interactive session will provide participants a new way of designing and facilitating meetings that will  guarantee 

results. Participants will take part in a simulated meeting environment, experiencing the power of enhanced meeting 

efficiency and substantial time saving for the facilitator.  

PHIL WOLF  |  SVP Product & Sales, PDWare 

Enhancing the Strategy Execution Process with Resource Planning 

PDWare has been a leader in Resource Planning for over 15 years. This presentation discusses best practices for 

using resource planning tools to drive success in both portfolio and strategy execution. Highlights of this session will 

include a walk-through of ResourceFirst, PDWare’s cloud based system for supporting centralized and distributed  

enterprise resource planning. 



 

 

BARUCH GABO  |  SVP Product Development, PDWare 

ResourceFirst’s Approach Towards Resource Planning Excellence 

PDWare has been working hard on implementing new features for the ResourceFirst platform to be released by 

the end of the year. In this session we will review some of our new features. Did I just hear mobile time tracking?  

BRIAN BINNIE  |  Astronaut & Test Pilot, XCOR Aerospace  

KEYNOTE: SpaceShip One — Daring to Dream 

Brian Binnie has spent over 40 years flying experimental vehicles and is the only person to have flown all 4 of 

the privately funded spaceships on the planet. Those experiences have exposed him to many different business 

cultures, their strengths and weaknesses. When not actively engaged in flight test, he acted as a program    

manager and interfaced directly with such luminaries as Burt Rutan, Paul Allen and Sir Richard Branson. His 

remarks are centered on leadership, what can work and how it can fail. His ideas are shared with humor, drama 

and sprinkled with many of his personal experiences that range from Desert Storm to his breathtaking journey to 

space. Brian will discuss the role of leadership and managing resources as a critical component of program   

delivery and mission critical execution. 

JERRY MANAS  |  Director, Customer Success & Learning Services, PDWare 

The Capacity Quadrant – 4 Keys to Demystifying Resource Management 

Resource Management and Capacity Planning are frequently cited among today’s top pain points faced by    

organizations worldwide. Indeed, trying to optimize limited organizational resources in a climate of rapid change 

and constantly shifting demand can be challenging at best. Yet information on how to navigate these often murky 

waters has been scarce—until now. Jerry Manas, author of The Resource Management and Capacity Planning 

Handbook, introduces the Capacity Quadrant model, a framework that allows for quickly achieving maturity in 

resource management and capacity planning in four key areas: Visibility, Prioritization, Optimization and         

Integration.  

KEVIN MARTIN  |  Lead Project Manager & Agile Coach, USAA 

The Effect of Agile on Operational Resource Management  

This session will focus on the required wide range of key skills required to lead successful agile organizations. 

You will learn integrated ideas to immediately improve your ability to address the challenges of leading people at 

any scale.  Business & organizational agility, to include agile development transformations, can present          

unforeseen issues to can stall or kill your strategy, goals and operations.  


